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The Storyteller’s Anthology: 
Presented by SouthWest Writers, 
edited by Peggy Herrington
Description: Dozens of SouthWest Writers mem-
bers (aided by best-selling authors) donated their 
prose, poetry and photographs for this first-class 
anthology to raise funds for the nonprofit orga-
nization in Albuquerque. Readers will delight in 
Anne Hillerman’s introduction, and David Morrell, 
Chuck Greaves and Sarah Storme/Baker’s clever, 
twisted tales. Eleven stunning short stories, five book 
excerpts, three memoirs, eight essay/nonfiction offer-
ings, and nine fine poems follow, bringing to life the Land of Enchantment.

ISBN: 978-1494406646  $16.95  322pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram, Amazon.com

Subject Category: Anthology 

Publisher: CreateSpace  CreateSpace.com  info@createspace.com

Author email: peg@msn.com         1

Vampires Suck But You Don’t Have To 
by S. S. Bazinet
Description: We live in a needy-feedy 
world! Yet, we’re so conditioned to 
accept the neediness in ourselves and 
others, we don’t notice it. But it’s there. 
So are the vampires. So is the craving 
in each of us. Now it’s time to reclaim 
ourselves. It’s time for life to be fun 
again! This humorous, inspirational book 
will show you how! 

ISBN: 978-1937279004  $5.95  90 pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram 
and Amazon

Subject Category: Body, Mind & Spirit 
/ Inspiration & Personal Growth

Publisher: Renata Press  www.renatapress.com/  info@renatapress.com

Author email: contact@ssbazinet.com       4

Addie Slaughter: The Girl Who Met Geron-
imo by Susan L. Krueger, Ed.D. with Reba 
Wells Grandrud, Ph.D.
Description: Indian attacks, outlaws, rattlesnakes, 
and blizzards are a few of the dangers experienced by 
Addie Slaughter, daughter of the famous John Horton 
Slaughter, a Texas Ranger, famed Cochise County 
Sheriff and an early settler of the San Bernardino 
Valley in the late 1800s. A 2012 Arizona Centennial 
Legacy Project, author Susan Krueger, Ed.D. tells 
Addie’s adventurous story of traveling across the Wild 
West and settling near the Arizona-Mexico border.

ISBN: 978-1-58985-197-9  $15.95  64 pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Midpoint Trade Books, Ingram, and Baker & 
Taylor

Subject Category: Juvenile, Nonfiction

Publisher: Five Star Publications, Inc.  www.FiveStarPublications.com  
info@fivestarpublications.com        1

Continental Divide: Wildlife, People, and the 
Border Wall by Krista Schlyer
Description: Winner, 2013 National Outdoor Book Award, “Best of the 
Best from the University Press”, and New 
Mexico-Arizona Book Award. Continental 
Divide. Wildlife, People, and the Border Wall. 
Including images, Schlyer explains the border 
wall’s adverse impact on the ancestral routes 
of wildlife, humans, and wildlands.

ISBN: 978-1-60344-743-0   $30.00192 pp  
173 color photos

Wholesalers/distributors:Ingram and 
Baker & Taylor

Subject Category: Photography and Wildlife

Publisher: Texas A&M University Press  www.tamupress.com  
bookorders@tamu.edu

Author email: kris_schly@yahoo.com      1



Asleep at the Wheel of Time 
by Michael Gray
Description: In this SF novel, a NM Book 
Co-op finalist, whales, aliens and humans have 
three months to communicate.  A message has 
been received at the VLA—about a comet with 
a rendezvous date with Earth—sent by aliens 
who are trying to save their cetacean friends.  
Unfortunately it is in a language known only to 
these ocean-dwellers, and humans are deaf to 
the non-artifact-based language used in their 
ancient conversation.

ISBN: 978-0-9838712-5-5  $16.95  329pp

Wholesale/distributors: Ingram, Baker & Taylor 

Subject Category: Science Fiction Novel

Publisher: ABQ Press, www.abqpress.com, editor@abqpress.com

Author e-mail: mgray@nmia.com       3

Historias y Reflexiones de Insomnio 
by Graciela Avila-Robinson
Description: Compilations of various short 
stories in Spanish written through many 
years; some fictitious stories are blended 
with real events. It also includes reflections 
on love according to the author’s point of 
view; these poems are expressions of the 
emotions of frustration, powerlessness and 
desires of a Mexican immigrant with an 
unstable and confusing past. 

ISBN: 978-1-4633-2059-1  $13.99 170pp

Wholesalers/distributors: http://book-
store.palibrio.com/Products

Subject Category: Ficción

Publisher: Palibrio, http://www.palibrio.com/, info@palibrio.com

Author email: gra4abq@yahoo.com       3

How Hollyhocks Came to New Mexico 
by Rudolfo Anaya
Description: This is a fanciful folk tale 
that helps explain the beautiful flowers 
that can be seen in all parts of New 
Mexico in the summer and fall. Escap-
ing Herod’s wrath, Sueño, the angel, by 
mistake takes the Holy Family to New 
Mexico. Acclaimed author and teacher 
Rudolfo Anaya blends history in this tale 
that shows how different cultures can 
work together peacefully and respect the 
land we all need.

Best Book, NM-AZ Book Awards, 2013

ISBN: 978-1-936744-12-1   $24.95 pb  46pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram, Baker & Taylor

Subject Category: Children’s Picture Book

Publisher: Rio Grande Books, 505/344-9382/LPDPress@q.com

SPECIAL WHOLESALE AND LIBRARY PRICING

How Chile Came to New Mexico 
by Rudolfo Anaya
Description: This is the exciting tale 
of how Native Americans helped bring 
chile to the region through a journey 
with many dangers. A story of love and 
romance exploring the many cultures 
of the Southwest. Second book in the 
award-winning series with storyteller 
Rudolfo Anaya, the art of santero Nicolás 
Otero and the translation of Nasario 
García.

ISBN: 978-1-936744-20-6   $24.95 pb  
46pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram, Baker & Taylor

Subject Category: Children’s Picture Book

Publisher: Rio Grande Books, 505/344-9382/LPDPress@q.com

SPECIAL WHOLESALE AND LIBRARY PRICING

The Land: Our Gift And Wild Hope 
by Rae Marie Taylor
Description: In The Land: Our Gift and 
Wild Hope, poet and essayist Rae Marie Tay-
lor’s beautifully written and compelling essays 
reveal a story of loss due to the many pressures 
bedeviling land and water in the Southwest.  Yet 
the book also reveals vigorous hope and renewal 
among  Westerners collaborating in sustainable 
approaches. Eyewitness accounts, interviews, 
lively anecdotes, and an occasional poem inspire 
within the reader a deepening affection for the earth.

ISBN: 978-0-9733962-2-5  $16.00  253pp

Distribution: by Author 

Subject Category: Non-fiction; Environnment

Publisher:  Bright Shores Press  www.thelandwildhope.com  twoshores.
rae@gmail.com

Author email:  twoshores.rae@gmail.com       1

True Brit: Beatrice, 1940 by Rosemary Zibart
Description: In 1940, Beatrice Sims, a 
spoiled English girl arrives in Santa Fe to 
escape the war in London. At first Beatrice 
hates the little town. But soon Beatrice 
makes friends with Arabella and Esteban, 
and aids Ana, a shy Indian girl. First accused 
of being “faceta” (stuck up), Beatrice learns 
to change tires, ride ponies and helps public 
health nurse Clementine Pope, rescue a sick 
baby on an Indian pueblo.

ISBN: 978-1-932926-18-7  $12.95  212pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram, Baker 
& Taylor, Follett Library Resources

Subject Category: History, New Mexico, Santa Fe, World War 2

Publisher: Kinkajou Press, an imprint of Artemesia Publishing,           
www.apbooks.net/beatrice.html,  g.habiger@artemesiapublishing.com

Author email: rzibart@earthlink.net            3



Sam English, The Life, Work And Times Of An 
Artist by Sam English and Ann Dallman
Description: Sam English (Turtle Mountain 
Chippewa) has told the story of his art and 
American Indian activism in Sam English-The 
Life, Work, and Times of an Artist.  This book 
features over 100 full color prints and other 
works along with descriptive text.  Sam re-
ceived the 2009 Lifetime Achievement Award 
from SWAIA, and Print Solutions Magazine 
recognized the book as its outstanding 
coffee table book of the year.

ISBN: 9780615272610  $40.00  160pp

Subject Category: Native American Art and 
Autobiography

Publisher: Sam English Art  www.samenglishart.com  info@samenglishart.
com  SPECIAL WHOLESALE AND LIBRARY PRICING

Author email: SamEnglish42@msn.com, anndallman@yahoo.com           3

Poet Under A Soldier’s Hat, An Unwilling 
Soldier’s Adventures in India and Arabia  
by Elizabeth Rose
Description: An historical biography of a 
British Officer during the last years of the 
Raj. Through Hugh’s stories and those of 
his ancestors, a hundred years of Colonial 
history are revealed from the mid 1800s to 
Partition in 1947.

ISBN: 978-0-9851157-0-8  $24.99  358 
pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram, 
Amazon

Subject Category: Historical Biography

Publisher: Quillrunner Publishing  www.
fishpond.com/c/Books/p/Quillrunner+Publishing+LLC

Author email: galisteoliz@gmail.com         4

The Prostitutes of Post Office Street 
by Frank F Carden
Description: The Prostitutes of Post 
Office Street (Galveston ’55) slips you 
into the raw, hidden and wonderfully 
personal stories of these women (passion-
ate, tender, vulnerable) and those close 
to them. Winner of the Sol Books prose 
contest and the Eric Hoffer Award for best 
in fiction from a small publisher. It was a 
finalist for the Most Thought Provoking 
Book.

ISBN: 978-0-9793081-2-3 pb: 978-0-
9793081-5-4 ebook   $11.95  136pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram

Subject Category: fiction

Publisher: Solbooks  www.solbooks.com/  Blake.hoena@solbooks.com

Author email: cardenb@live.com       1

Saddle Up: A Cowboy Guide to Writing 
by Slim Randles
Description: Straightforward steps to: Getting 
started the right way; Avoiding common pitfalls; 
Eliminating rejection slips; and Getting checks 
in the mail. Slim Randles has been a journalist, 
editor, author, sportsman, and speaker. After years 
of making a living from the pen, he is passing on 
advice to those who want to write for a living. 
Slim’s advice is spiced up with his signature view 
of what the world is and could be. This book is 
filled with an award-winning author’s gentle but 
firm words to live and write by. 

Available April, 2014 
ISBN: 978-1-936744-31-2   $15.95  146pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram, Baker & Taylor

Subject Category: Creative writing, Self-help

Publisher: Rio Grande Books www.LPDPress.com  LPDPress@q.com

SPECIAL WHOLESALE AND LIBRARY PRICING

Oral History of the Yavapai by Mike 
Harrison and John Williams
Description: This book documents historic inter-
views with Yavapai elders Mike Harrison and John 
Williams. They tell the history of Arizona from a Na-
tive American perspective with humor and startling 
honesty, detailing their ways of life and the years of 
violent encounters with “white people.” Includes 
maps, photographs, and supplemental notes avail-
able nowhere else. “I am pleased to join the praise 
of this fine book...”  Dennis DeConcini
ISBN: 978-1-935089-55-1 $34.95hb  978-1-
935089-43-8 $24.95pb  414pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Acacia Publishing (866) 265-4553 www.
acaciapublishing.com

Subject Category: Non-fiction

Publisher: Acacia Publishing, www.AcaciaPublishing.com, 
editor@acaciapublishing.com

Author email: carolina.butler17@gmail.com            3

Nine Goldfish in David’s Pond  a bilingual 
tale by Ellen Hasenecz Calvert
Description: A bilingual story of the beauty 
of a backyard world and the ten beings who 
inhabit it: a young explorer, still on the cusp 
of discovering this private world, and the nine 
multicolored fish who will invite him into it, 
sharing it with him, teaching him, and making 
a connection with him as he learns to care 
for them. It is a soothing story illustrated with 
charming watercolors, ideal for the child learning 
responsibility for other living creatures in the 
world we share. 

ISBN:  978-1-936745-18-0  $14.99 40 pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram, Baker & Taylor

Subject Category: Children’s Picture Book, Fiction

Publisher: Nuevo Books  www.NuevoBooks.com  LPDPress@q.com

Author email:  ellen.h.calvert@gmail.com           4



UNSOLVED by Don Bullis
Description: There are few subjects that 
fascinate people as much as a good mystery. 
New Mexico has always been an enigmatic 
place, filled with rich history. This book 
explores forty-four of NM’s most baffling 
mysteries, which lure the curious and beg 
for investigation even though their solutions 
have eluded experts, many for decades. 
Leave it to Bullis to open my eyes to a whole 
new world of outlaws, crooked politicians,  
and puzzling crimes.— Anne Hillerman

ISBN: 978-1-936744-07-7   $19.95 pb  
220pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram, Baker & Taylor

Subject Category: Old West history

Publisher: Rio Grande Books, 505/344-9382/LPDPress@q.com

SPECIAL WHOLESALE AND LIBRARY PRICING

My Memoir Workbook by Marcia Rosen
Description: How to Write Your LifeStory. 
Each of us has our own unique story. “My 
Memoir Workbook” was written to help you 
tell your lifestory so you can write your truth 
from your heart and soul. This workbook 
provides you with the inspiration and encour-
agement to keep writing. It also provides tips 
for remembering pieces of your story; how to 
start, proceed and maintain a flow to keep 
the information connected and meaningful; 
and how to move past limiting mindsets and 
emotions so you finish your memoir.  

ISBN: 978-1-4582-0301-4  $12.99 42 pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingrambook, Baker & Taylor

Subject Category: Self-help, nonfiction 

Publisher: Abbott Press  abbottpress.com  Donavan@abbottpress.com

Author email: MarciagRosen@gmail.com        1

Juan Patron: A Fallen Star in the Days of 
Billy the Kid by Paul L. Tsompanas

Description: The saga, from birth 
to death and beyond, of Juan Patrón, 
a Hispanic politician and tough 
lawman of the Old West in the days 
before New Mexico became a state.

ISBN: 978-0-9849588-8-7  978-0-
9859358-9-4 ebook  $16.95  216pp

Wholesalers/Distribution: Baker 
and Taylor; Ingram

Subject Category: Biography

Publisher: Belle Isle Books  www.
belleislebooks.com  rhpruett@
brandylanepublishers.com

Author Email: lgreco3@msn.com 
           4

Cooking for your Dog by Suzanne T. Smith
Description: Feed your best friend balanced, nutritionally complete 
food! Tested, up-to-date researched 
recipes your dog will love: Home-Made 
Kibbles; Broths, Soups, and Stews; Break-
fasts for Champions; Main Meals for Your 
Dog; Appeteasers: a.k.a. Treats; Ring Bait 
and Doggie Trail Mix; Dog-friendly Baking 
Powder and Eggshell Calcium Powder; 
Lists of Dog Toxins, People Foods Dogs 
Shouldn’t Eat, and Safe Foods for Your 
Dog; and Over 400 puppy photos

ISBN: 0-9717023-7-0  $19.95  120pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Obsession du 
Jour Books

Subject Category: Pets/Animals, Cooking

Publisher: Obsession du Jour Books  STSpers@aol.com

Author email: STSpers@aol.com       4

Dorothea and Preston: A Story of Love 
by Dave Bachelor
Description: Dorothea Dolan manages a small rooming house alone in 
Lake Haven on the shores of Lake Michigan. Her 
life changes when Preston Duhamel, a dashing 
detective, moves in. In the dangerous world of 
1940 - a world rushing to World War 2 - they try 
to realize and nurture their love. But Dorothea’s 
dark secret and Preston’s hidden demon stymie 
their hopes. The story culminates in the epic 
storm of 1940 on Lake Michigan.

ISBN: 978-0-9892882-9-3  $15.00  259 pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Amazon and 
Kindle

Subject Category: Fiction/Suspense/Romance

Publisher: Mercury HeartLink  www.heartlink.com                                
consult@heartlin k.com

Author email: dbachelor@mac.com      4

Meadowlark by Dawn Wink
Description: Based on a true story, 
the Meadowlark provides a captivating 
window into the lives of early settlers on 
the plains of South Dakota. Dawn Wink 
introduces you to Grace and shares her 
journey. You will laugh, cry, and share 
her deep connection the land that is the 
anchor to the ship of her life on which 
she sails the endless sea of grass.

ISBN: 978-1-932636-97-0  $19.95  
283pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Amazon

Subject Category: Fiction, Historical 
Fiction

Publisher: Pronghorn Press  http://pronghornpress.org/  pronghorn@
tctwest.net

Author email: dawn@dawnwink.com         3



Finding Sagrado by Roger E. Carrier
Description: In 1971, Shane Russell, a Michigan teenager, runs away to 
find Sagrado, the fictional town in Red Sky at Morning, the famous New 
Mexico novel by Richard Bradford. Shane’s 
goal is to re-create the nude scenes and 
build the mini Mount Rushmore of life-sized 
stone heads that Bradford describes. “Albu-
querque Contemporary Literature Examiner” 
agreed with the back cover ad: “An engag-
ing story of youth, redemption, and sexual 
coming of age.”

ISBN: 978-1-4628-6195-8 $3.99 Kindle, 
$16pb, $26hb  299pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Amazon, Good 
Reads, Barnes and Noble.

Subject Category: Fiction, adult and YA

Publisher: Xlibris  www.xlibris.com/contactus.aspx  info@xlibris.com

Author email: farcity101@hotmail.com         6

Fray Angélico Chávez by Phyllis Morgan
Description: New Mexico’s first native-born Franciscan priest, Fray Angéli-
co Chávez (1910-1996) was known as a prolific poet and historian, a liter-
ary and artistic figure, and an intellectual who 
played a vital role in Santa Fe’s community of 
writers. Chávez is considered to be the most 
prolific U.S. Hispanic writer of the twentieth 
century. This is a bio-bibliography of his pub-
lished works and works about him from 1925 
to 2010 and a chronology of his life. Written, 
edited, and compiled by award-winning 
author Phyllis S. Morgan of Albuquerque.

ISBN:  978-1-890689-15-5  $16.95  156pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram, Baker 
& Taylor

Subject Category: Biography and Bibliog-
raphy

Publisher:  Rio Grande Books,  www.LPDPress.com,  LPDPress@q.com

Author email:  psmorgan54nm@gmail.com

An Unintended Journey: A Caregiver’s Guide 
to Dementia by Janet Yagoda Shagam
Description: Medical writer Shagam combines the practicality of a how-to 
guide with the heartfelt story of caring for a par-
ent suffering from senile dementia. Beginning 
with the diagnostic process, she guides readers 
through frequently encountered caregiver 
challenges that range from legal issues, difficult 
behaviors, and family dynamics to personal hy-
giene, residential care, and end-of-life decisions. 
Each chapter contains FAQs, helpful daily man-
agement tools, and self-assessment prompts.

ISBN: 978-61614-751-8  $20.00  427pp

Wholesalers/distributors:  Random House (USA), Penguin Group (Cana-
da), Roundhouse Group (Europe)

Subject Category: Dementia, Health

Publisher:  Prometheus Books  www.prometheusbooks.com/  mquinn@
prometheusbooks.com

Author email: janetyagoda@gmail.com            4

Statehood Of Affairs by Dr. Daniel Cillis
Description: The unjust commitment 
of a woman to an insane asylum 
reveals a plot to find Article X of the 
Treaty of Mesilla—the Revert Docu-
ment. If the document is found before 
New Mexico statehood, the territory 
reverts to Mexico—changing history. 
The U.S. and Mexico are colliding as 
affairs of the heart complicate affairs 
of state. Aldoloreto Centori faces La 
Guerillera. They share love but different 
sides of the border.

ISBN: 1462050840  $21.70  450pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Amazon, 
B&N

Subject Category: Historical Fiction

Publisher:  iUniverse www.iuniverse.com

Author email: drcillis@msn.com       6

White Feather and Teresita by Marlene 
Chavez Hawkes
Description:  An action-packed adventure 
that takes place during the tumultuous colo-
nial period where two cultures often clashed 
in deadly encounters.  The story of White 
Feather, a Pueblo Indian and Teresita, a Span-
ish girl whose parents settled in New Mexico 
to help Christianize the lndians, searching for 
gold and obtaining new land for Spain. If you 
enjoy history, adventure and “on the edge of 
your seat” stories, this is the book for you.

ISBN: 978-1-4327-7769-2  $19.95  471pp

Wholesaler/distributors: Barnes & Noble.
com, Amazon.com and Kindle.com.

Subject Category: Historical Fiction

Publisher: Outskirts Press, Inc.  www.outskirts/ Press.com  Outskirts Press.
com

Author email: mgachwk@yahoo.com        6

AMONG THE COTTONWOODS 
by Francelle Alexander
Description: In New Mexico, people have a keen interest in the villages of 
their ancestors and derive part of their identi-
ty from their villages. Although the villages 
of the lower Rio Grande, the Rio Abajo, have 
been a significant part of New Mexico, they 
have not been studies as often as villages in 
the upper Rio Grande; until now.

ISBN: 978-1-890689-83-4   $29.95 pb  
374pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram, Baker 
& Taylor

Subject Category: Southwest history

Publisher: Rio Grande Books, www.LPD-
Press.com  LPDPress@q.com

Author email: francelle2112@msn.com

SPECIAL WHOLESALE AND LIBRARY PRICING



Bernalillo: Yesterday’s Sunshine - Today’s 
Shadows by Nasario García
Description: A bittersweet anthology 
of vivid and varied recollections of life 
in Bernalillo, New Mexico, between the 
1930s and the beginning of the twen-
ty-first century. This book explores how 
radically Hispanic New Mexico has been 
transformed. 

ISBN: 978-1-936744-10-7   $19.95 pb  
250pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram, Baker 
& Taylor

Subject Category: Folklore, Latino Studies

Publisher: Rio Grande Books, 505/344-
9382/LPDPress@q.com

SPECIAL WHOLESALE AND LIBRARY PRICING

Duke City Diamonds by Gary Herron
Description: The definitive depiction of baseball as it has been played 
in Albuquerque since 1915. Capsule 
summaries of every pro team,highlights, 
the team records, managers and photos. 
Includes all-star games, the top high 
school and college teams. Has a special 
chapter on the top 100 best ballplayers 
of all time. If you like baseball, this is the 
book for you!

Winner, Best Sports/Recreation 
Book 2013 NM-AZ Book Awards

ISBN: 978-1-936744-05-3   $24.95 pb  
282pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram, Baker & Taylor

Subject Category: Sports & Recreation

Publisher: Rio Grande Books, 505/344-9382/LPDPress@q.com

SPECIAL WHOLESALE AND LIBRARY PRICING

Death Spiral, A Faith Flores Science Mystery 
by Janie Chodosh
Description: Sixteen-year-old Faith Flores 
is certain her mom didn’t die of a heroin 
overdose, so she investigates the experimental 
treatment program her mom was in until the 
end. Faith’s search for truth leads her from the 
drug houses and methadone clinics of North 
Philly to the million-dollar science labs of the 
pharmaceutical industry. Along the way she 
learns about love, friendship, as well as the 
genetics behind the clinical trial.

ISBN: 978-1-92934-500-7  $10.95  301pp

Wholesalers/Distributors: Ingram, Amazon, 
Indie Bound

Subject category: Young Adult fiction/ Mystery

Publisher: The Poisoned Pencil  www.thepoisonedpencil.com  info@
thepoisonedpencil.com

Author email:  jchodosh2@yahoo.com           6

Spirit Wisdom for Daily Living by Clint G 
Bridges
Description: This is a motivational, inspi-
rational spiritual book on the dynamics of 
life’s philosophic and religious dimensions. 
It teaches empowerment, the evolution of 
spirit, the psychological construct, free will 
and control over our actions. The contents of 
this book are intended to empower people 
to take 100% responsibility for the life they 
have created, recognizing that... read more 
at Amazon Books and read reviews that have 
been posted by readers.

ISBN: 978-0615944319  $11.99  208pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Clint G. Bridges

Subject Category: Motivation Self help, Inspirational Spiritual

Publisher: Love Level Publishing  clintgbridges@gmail

Author email: clintgbridges@gmail       3

Spirit 
WiSdom
for Daily Living

Your guide for mental, emotional
and spiritual well-being. 

New Mexico: A Glimpse Into An Enchanted 
Land by John P. McWilliams
Description: This all-in-one book is about 
various aspects of this Enchanted Land. Though it 
does address travel sites, it is NOT simply a Travel 
Book. 60% of the book addresses: the dominant 
cultures, historical snapshots, key characters, 
geography, state symbols, New Mexican cuisine  
terminology, native celebrations/dance expla-
nations. It addresses all state, and NM national 
monuments & historic trails, state fairs, rodeos, 
Spaceport America, and more!

ISBN: 978-1-939625-27-4, $19.49, 399 pp

Wholesalers/Distributors: Inkwell Productions, 
Baker & Taylor, Ingram (pending)

Subject Category: Culture, History, Travel

Publisher: Inkwell Productions  www.inkwellproductions.com  books@
inkwellproductions.com

Author e-mail: braveharts@sbcglobal.net             6

Double Doll: Turning Myself Upside Down by 
Sharleen Daugherty
Description: She was only eight when 
the author received a rag doll with a Na-
vajo face and body on one end, an Anglo 
on the other. This doll became a symbol of 
her journey into the world of the Navajo 
and the manifestation of a childhood 
prayer, “Please God, turn me upside down 
and make me an Indian.”

ISBN: 978-1-4582-1480-5 ($18.99/pb), 
978-1-4582-1481-2 ($35.99/hb), 978-1-
4582-1482-9 (Ebook)  257 pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Amazon, 
Barnes&Noble, Abbott Press 

Subject Category: Adult, Memoir

Publisher: Abbott Press  www.abbottpress.com 

Author Email: SharleenDaughertyAuthor@gmail.com       6


